MCCA Mamava Nursing Pods

- Clients should be encouraged to use the app to access the pod
- The app is very user friendly. MCCA Client facing staff are highly encouraged to visit the pods and use the app if you will be assisting clients with access
- Many FAQ online [click here]
- Locations: described within the app
  - BCEC: Southeast level 1, adjacent to restroom
  - Hynes: Off of south rotunda, near elevator

1. Mamava App for Apple or Android
2. “Nearby Locations” within 1 mile
   Map location is not 100% accurate
3. Click on the BCEC (or Hynes) Mamava pod
4. Click unlock to open the door.
   It is controlled via Bluetooth so you need to be in close proximity
5. Blue light = unlocked
   App directions also listed on the pod itself
6. Once the deadbolt has been locked, the app will show the pod as occupied

Click here for many FAQ online.
Location: Southeast Level 1 of BCEC adjacent to restroom

AMS Registration

Mamava Pod